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“All disappointment in the world comes from the incapability of man.”
Connecting to the world for us is as easy as buying a
WiFi package, right? Wrong.
Most people don't realise
that the coined term,‘Net
Neutrality’ is essential to
saving our wallets from
drying out. Accessibility to
~ Ishanvi Roy
all sites without prior
payment is what deﬁnes this
coined term. Our lives would be in external damnation
if there was a need to pay for each and every site we’d
visit. In the pervious years, the US government threaten
to take away this right from its citizens. Most people
were left bafﬂed as they took the freedom of surﬁng the
net for granted. The Indian government was soon to
follow the same practice what the government of both
the countries did not anticipate was the majority of the
public would ﬁght back aggressively.
As ‘generation Z’, most of our leaning has stemmed
through the medium of connectivity. This generation
was born to fulﬁll the need for solutions to problems
created by our predecessors. The Net has been the
method through which we ﬁght and take a stand. Sure,
there have been many problems associated with
existence of such wide range of connectivity lying in
the hands of youngsters, but can one truly say that there
wasn't been a beﬁtting use of it?
Source: Unknown
Like all things controversial, availability of the internet
has its own pros and cons. From the perspective of a
generation Z member, the pros heavily outweigh its
cons.
The inﬂuence of net has blocked about virtual
Woodstock Art
Chitranshi
movements for human rights started by teens in front of
Competition
Melonee
the screens. The much criticised social media sites have
(poster making)
been the outlet through which many individuals have
Junior Category
Senior Category
Gurmhar Kaur (1st prize) found their ground for career. The net is also a supplier
of a wide array of books for various curricula which
Participants :
would have otherwise cost a fortune for a family where
Pajamon (1st prize)
Spring Cleaning
every penny is part of a large calculated future.
Antareeksha
1st- Gayatri house
So, regardless of numerous unforgettable happenings
taking away a right, so understated, yet precious is
unforgivable. No individuals should ever shy away from
*The Originals editorial team has enrolled a few members for
taking a stand against it if any threat were to be posed
the time being due to examinations.
again.

NET
NEUTRALITY

ASCENDANCE OF PRIDE
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A PLETHORA OF MELODY

MOM

~ Arshiya Priya

~ Swara Patel

Music is like bread and butter for
us, MIStars. The night of 5th
October will remain imprinted in
our hearts. The MIS family
gathered in the school auditorium
to witness a musical evening.
To start off, our adorable tiny-tots
showcased their talent with crowd
swayed along with these little
girls who emerged as
showstoppers. Following this,
Vrinda Agni ﬁred the platform
with her incredible sitar
performance. Up next, Malaika
and Shreha took over the stage
and enthusiastically sang the
famous song ‘Little Me’.
A thunderous round of applause
ﬁred the atmosphere, as the

audience welcomed the rising stars,
Michelle, Tenzin, Sanskriti and
Parinita who mesmerised us with
another song ‘Rewrite the stars’.
To continue, the Hindi choir put on
a performance portray the diversity
that is embedded in the culture of
our school.
Following this, Malaika and her
girl group played a symphony that
had us captivated. To end the dhow,
the school band- EXOTHERMIC,
rocked the stage with their
performance of the songs- ‘Million
Dreams’ and ‘ Summer of 69’. This
raised the spirits in each one of us
and the evening came to a close on
a happy note.

This word means the world to me.
Mom is a word which no one can
deﬁne to me.
I’m not a gift that life gives you,
mom.
You are my life that’s a gift for me.
I don't want anyone to have a mother
like I have.
Because I want her to be mine
always.
Life can give me any trouble it wants
But i’ll always be happy.
Because I have you, Mom.

JOURNEY THROUGH THE
MYSTERIOUS GLOBE

CAMPUS
CLEANING

- North Korea ﬁshing boat ﬂooded after accident with

~ Samaira Dua

- Box Ofﬁce : 'Joker' smashes October record with $93.5

Japan patrol boat.
million debut.

If cleanliness is next to godliness, then our
- Trump suspends entry of immigrants who cannot pay for
school, MIS must be heaven. On the 2nd of
healthcare.
October, Wednesday, 2019, on account of
Gandhi Jayanti, the she-panthers of Mussoorie - Modi to host China's Xi at summit with ties strained by
International School cleaned the place, they so
Kashmir.
lovingly call home. The campus surfaced even
more pristine and majestic than it already was. - Apple announced that it will soon shut down iTunes on
Mac with its Fall 2019 update, replacing it instead with
The knowledge that cleaning would be an
separate apps that will allow the company to better focus
inter-house competition not only ignited the
on each type of media.
MIStar’s zeal but also kept the teachers to
beautiful their campus even further.
It is a great honour to introduce all the She- Panthers to
The cleaning session took place for 2
our new IB Coordinator, Mrs. Ponny Chacko. All the IB
hours, from 6:30 am to 8:30 am. The three Students have pulled up their socks after the meeting held
houses Lakshmi, Santoshi and Gayatri, were on the 7th October, 2019 i.e. Monday. The pressure made
divided into groups and each group was students forget about their Korean Drama and Latest Pop
hits. The principles of the extended essay left the students’
assigned a different area to clean. It was an
arduous and back- breaking two hours, but the jaws touching the ﬂoor. Warnings given by Mrs. Chacko
to haunt them at 3 AM, if the submissions weren’t done
result was more than enough for everyone’s
satisfaction. Through all the houses performed made a few of us cry. This is surely guiding us to a bright
future and we are sure to achieve great heights under her
remarkably well, Gayatri house was declared
able guidance.
winner of the competition. However, noting
could dampen the spirit of our She-panthers
Khushi Jayant Tailor, Editor In Chief
and they zestfully headed to the dinning hall
IBDP YEAR 1
for breakfast to ﬁll their growling stomach.
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SIMON SAYS
1.Where’s the Harman?
(HOD Sports)
2. If you feel sunny…
(Leading ‘light’ of Lakshmi)

Taking the
Lead with the
Astounding
Sitar
On the 5th October 2019, the
music teachers of Mussoorie
International School were
invited at the home of Mr.
Berry, the owner of Prakrati
International School,
Dehradun to attend a meeting
on ‘Beti Bachao Beti Padhao.’
Mrs. Baby Rani Maurya,
Governor of Uttarakhand was
the Chief Gue st of this
occasion. Mr. Agni Verma, Mr.
Gaikwad and Mr. Jhavar
presented a beautiful melody
of Rang Bageshwari. The

3. I is to going
(Gayatri House Star )
4. I am always sacrisﬁng for you
(Crispy-Thai DHP)
5. Her boil will only blood
(Cylinder DHP)
performance was witnessed
and applauded by various
renowned personality like
NGO owners and IMA
Director. Mr. Agni Verma, who
is an Indian Government
approved artist has been
invited to perform at the
Governor ’s House in the
future. Mrs. Baby Rani
Maurya highly appreciated the
performance and expressed a
lot of enthusiasm to visit MIS,
if invited.

THE POTATO VERDICT
~ Potato Queen
From walking through the moss - free streets to cribbing over the
mangoes coming near their trophy, the she-panthers, ma-panthers
and pa-panthers have seen it all latterly. Moving on to October 24,
would someone please capture the games captain’s sparkling
strides? After all it’s her last year, the sky is usually bright-clear,
then would Swarna still hold back her DSLR? Well, well the DHP
would know better. A nation surviving on tourism recently faced a
minor foot misbalance “kyunki josh main hosh khodiya janaab!”
Noticing Picasso’s expressions around her Nadal makes it easy to
guess the reason behind his brand-new look. The trash bags of the
dorms where the 10s’ reside must be needed to be changed pretty
often in a day “ma’am please garam paani de do, bhahut cold ho
raha hai”
A sweet but psycho advice, stay tuned, don’t limit yourself to just
mis gossips, otherwise you’ll not be able to deal with “a whole new
world!”
Will come back next week with better variety of masaala. Please
help yourself with the oil, surely you girls would prefer olive.
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6.In June I will met her
(The Burping Proxy)

READ AT YOUR
OWN RISK
The Maleﬁcent
Obama – Trump
Modi – Pappu
India – Pakistan
Sleeping Beauty - ?
Aren’t we global citizens, why stick to
MIS? Let’s escape the barrier and
conﬁnes of MIS.
A man truly of his words – Hitler,
A promise to make Bengal, ‘London’ –
Mamta Di
Yet we stand criticizing who?
Need to make the world a greener place
– by expressing through the paper?
Fight for ‘equality’, but feminazis
wanting to dominate?
Dreaming for a 24-waist size, but can’t
resist Nutella?
Mirror Mirror on the wall?
Who’s the dirtiest of them all
Mirror Mirror on the wall
Here to show the truth of all.
Introducing the WikiLeaks of MIS,
THE MALEFICENT
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PREVIOUSLY ON CAMPUS
~ The Sleeping Beauty

Hello to all my darling daughters, sisters, bonders, or all SHE-PANTHERS!
With complete criticism about how the school should grant a budget for something as important as our mascot, I
start this week’s report of what’s trending. From cleaning our beautiful campus, dirtying our own sleeves to the
‘Ravan Dahan’, we all had a splendid week. Promising seniors of our school have exempted the juniors from
receiving privileges like they do, but is it helping them in any possible manner? The irony is, for these people
itself, arranged the ‘classy interviews’. Making them jump and perform like a zombie and getting to see our
Head Girl’s handstands was surely an unexpected delight.
I appreciate people who’ve handed not being a part of the BP and yet managing people in and out of school. I
also appreciate and name Aahna Murarka as the best dancer and Swara Patel as the showstopper of the dandia
night.
Anyway from last week if the 10’s of Santoshi house did not agree, I would not mind mentioning about your
junior friends.
Also, if it is an unsaid competition amongst 12’s to distribute the best food, I am waiting for further birthdays.

KEN-KEN
1.Fill each square in grid with a single number. In a 5x5
grid use the numbers 1 through 5.
2. Do not repeat a number bin any row or column.
3.Each heavily outlined set of squares is called a cage.
4.The numbers in each cage must combine -in any order to
produce the target number indicated in the top corner of
the car by using math operation next to target number. For
ex. In target number shows ‘12x’ in a cage of three
squares, the numbers in that cage must total 12 in any
order by multiplication.(4x3x1 or 2x3x2).
5.A number may be repeated within a cage as long as it is
not in the same row or column.

SURVEY
The School Band
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